
ANGELINA JOLIE ROLE MODEL ESSAY

Less than a decade ago, the words "Angelina Jolie" and "role model" would probably not have been paired up too often
in the same sentence.

In she again adopted six-month-old Zahara Marley from an orphanage in Ethiopia, with her partner and fellow
Hollywood superstar Brad Pitt. Latest from Mellissah Smith. I looked to write about a person and
coincidentally this name pop up in my mind "Angelina Jolie". If only we all could do what Angelina Jolie
does and that is give a third of what we make to charity if we can so afford â€” imagine what a better place we
would leave for our children and grandchildren. Because this week has clearly illustrated that the term is no
longer sufficient. With Brad Pitt she created the Jolie-Pitt Foundation aiding humanitarian causes worldwide,
and co-partnered the Education Partnership for Children of Conflict, educating those affected by man-made or
natural disasters. It can be done. Equally ostentatiously in her role as lover, she took for her own pleasure the
male seen as the most desired of the tribe, Brad Pitt, who is always ranked at the top of indexes of male beauty
and virility. Paradoxically, having done so, she makes the choice of a man to help her raise her kids seem like
one option among many for a self-directed woman rather than either a completion of a woman or a
capitulation. And with her success in that role, she previewed aspects of the persona that would take her to
global icon: sexy and daring, confrontational and independent. Single moms had been cast as society's pathetic
cases, but with more than a quarter of U. Glimpses of her extraordinary abilities can be seen in movies such as
A Mighty Heart , Girl Interrupted and Changeling the latter two for which she was nominated for an Oscar. In
the editorial, published early Tuesday morning, Jolie announced that she'd undergone preventive surgery to
remove both her ovaries and her fallopian tubes because of her BRCA1 gene mutation, a signifier of increased
risk for breast and ovarian cancer. But for a small group of us who reported the war and remained loyal to the
country that once was Bosnia, they were important: the black war humor; the longing for cigarettes and fresh
fruit; even the love story at its core. Will truly nothing break in this have-it-all-all-the-time exceptional drama?
It must have been daunting, but today, I am sure it is like water of a ducks back. My two colleagues did go out
and down that whisky. This week I did both, which tipped me into a trough of trite - ''celebrities'' the
Kardashian sisters sniffing each others' vaginas on their TV show to determine whose smells sweeter; Brynne
Edelsten shivering in a wet swimsuit on the gormless Celebrity Splash; and yet more morbidly obese
contestants humiliated on that abominable bully-fest The Biggest Loser. Jolie was born to the actor-couple Jon
Voight and Marcheline Bertrand in  Not a child for Christmas type of cool, but a ground breaking,
game-changing type of cool. Join us on social media Mellissah Smith Mellissah Smith is a marketing expert
with more than 20 years experience. Jolie was a traveler who put on a backpack and took a torch and rain gear,
who drove on bumpy roads like the rest of us. She had studied and read books on the Balkans like a diligent
schoolgirl, taken notes, enrolled in a course in humanitarian law. My first concern was the relevance of this to
my journey that I share on this blog. Her speech at the event was haunting and memorable, encouraging
listeners to take action and reduce the stigma around rape. Yet it is on a personal level that Ms Jolie has shown
her sheer determination with humanitarianism. Jolie was there with her partner, Brad Pitt, scouting for
locations for her directorial debut. It's too broad, applying to the sublime and the ridiculous simultaneously.
They should, instead, be brave to face the life as it comes. Then there is the plane. She's been an invited
speaker at the World Economic Forum and has met with members of the United States Congress at least 20
times, lobbying for bills to aid refugees and vulnerable children in the Third World.


